Charge state distributions of Xenon ions with keV kinetic energies transmitted through graphene and carbon self-supporting foils
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ABSTRACT

We investigated the charge state distributions and energy loss of single and double-charged Xenon ions (20–220 keV) passing through graphene, Quantifoil, and 10 nm thick carbon membranes. Utilizing simultaneous carbon recoil detection on the graphene-containing sample, we determined the areal density of carbon equivalent to 3 monolayers of graphene, indicating only slight contamination by e.g. PMMA, of our exiting surfaces. The charge state distributions revealed notable proportions of higher charge states, up to Xe\(^{5+}\) at higher energies, with mean charge states consistently below 1. The observed exponential decrease in higher charge fractions suggests electron stripping processes play a significant role. Differences in mean charge states are found among the three systems studied.

1. Introduction

Heavy highly charged ions (HCIs) offer a promising avenue for large-scale near-surface modifications encompassing a diverse range of applications, from nano-structuring of thin films to the fabrication of pores in self-supporting membranes or selective sputtering of 2D materials stacks such as graphene and MoS\(_2\) [1–6]. The decisive aspect of these approaches lies in the controlled localization of energy deposition by HCIs. The high charge of the projectile interacts with the target via two pathways: firstly, by deposition of its high potential energy before entering the solid and consequently by increased preequilibrium kinetic energy loss [7,8]. While slow HCIs exhibit charge states that by far exceed the mean equilibrium charge states expected at their respective kinetic energy within solids [9], fast HCIs can be tuned to initially carry both higher or lower charges than the expected equilibrium charge state [10]. Inside a solid, projectiles with charge states above equilibrium bring up the concept of an incomplete screening, which persists for a few femtoseconds, contributing to enhancements in electronic excitations [11,12]. Accurate knowledge of charge equilibration times can significantly enhance our comprehension of nanoscale energy transfer mechanisms in the preequilibrium regime. Several groups have worked on a comprehensive understanding of the deexcitation mechanisms [13] using slow highly charged ions like Xenon transmitted through single and multilayers of 2D materials [14,15].

Due to the complex nature of the interaction between projectile and target a calculation of the equilibrium charge from first principles is highly complex [16]. For very slow noble gas projectiles v/v\(_0\) \(\ll\) 1, the final charge state is expected to be zero or near-zero, since, depending on the electronic structure of the projectile Auger or resonant neutralization dominates over electron loss processes [17]. Several studies have suggested that heavy elements at keV energies have the potential to undergo close collision-induced inner-shell ionization due to the formation of molecular orbitals resulting in large energy losses and a formation of projectiles with higher charge fractions [18–20]. Nevertheless, in a highly asymmetric system like Xe-C and at energies below 1.7 keV/amu these excitation channels are not expected to be active [21,22]. The charge exchange dynamic is rather expected to resemble what is observed in low-energy ion scattering [17]. In the absence of an efficient predictive modelling of charge state formation in solid, experimental charge state distribution data provides empirical information on the underlying physics e.g. equilibrium stopping power, how much is it exceeded and also how fast the equilibrium is reached. While the literature on equilibrium charge state distributions of low-Z projectiles in carbon is extensive [23–26], investigations involving Xenon projectiles at energies below 300 keV are absent, despite their broad usage in fundamental investigations.

In this contribution, we provide charge distributions of keV Xenon ions transmitted through different carbon-based membranes. Utilizing a time-of-flight approach, we simultaneously detect all charge fractions, including neutral particles. Three systems including as-purchased...
graphene, Quantifoil and a 10 nm thick carbon membrane were used as targets. A recently introduced medium energy time-of-flight based elastic recoil detection technique [27] is applied to accurately determine the effective thickness of the contaminated graphene sample. High charge fractions up to +5 were detected at the highest energies. Differences observed in the obtained charge states among different foils are briefly discussed.

2. Method

Experiments were performed with the time-of-flight medium energy ion scattering (ToF-MEIS) setup at Uppsala University [28,29]. A chopped beam of single or doubly charged atomic ions is delivered on the sample within a beam spot usually smaller than 1x1 mm$^2$ and beam angular divergence ~ 0.056°. The short pulses of the beam ensure that the current impinging on the membranes is below pA and induces virtually no damage. The effective ion number per pulse is found significantly below 1 guaranteeing the absence of potential coincidence losses. The rotatable position-sensitive multichannel plate detector was positioned in transmission geometry 290 mm down the beam axis from the metal openings featuring the thin foil targets. As targets we employed as-purchased single-layer graphene (SLG) from Graphenea [30] prepared as a stack of copper TEM grid/Quantifoil [31]/graphene mounted with the graphene layer facing the incoming beam. As no surface treatment was performed, considerable contamination by PMMA is expected on the graphene surface as a consequence of the transfer process with up to a few nm thick polymer layers reported earlier [32–34]. Along with the graphene, we also evaluated the charge distributions of projectiles transmitted through the supporting Quantifoil membrane with an expected thickness of 15–20 nm. Though the bulk material of Quantifoil is carbon, the fabrication process is facilitated by the use of a photoresist and other organic chemicals, presumed to remain on the surface [31]. As a third system, we used a 10 nm thick self-supporting carbon foil fabricated by carbon deposition on a microscopic glass covered with a water-soluble layer. The purchased foils were floated in the water bath and extended over a metal frame [26].

An example of the recorded ToF spectrum for 20 keV $^{129}$Xe$^+$ is displayed in Fig. 1. The two dominant peaks around a flight time of 1686 ns belong to the unperturbed beam passing through pinholes and damaged area in the target (accounting for less than 4 % in the irradiated area) and to projectiles transmitted through the graphene sample. The thickness of the supporting Quantifoil did not permit any Xenon projectile to exit the membrane at the given energy. Due to the known sample-detector distance, the time delay between the ToF peaks can be converted to the mean energy loss. The target recoils observed at shorter flight times with low intensity originate from near head-on collisions with the impinging Xenon projectiles. The two peaks assigned to hydrogen and carbon recoils were fitted by two overlapping skewed gaussian. The integrated area under the carbon recoil peak was subsequently converted into an effective thickness of the membrane [27]. Using the collected Xenon projectiles as a total number of impinging ions and by applying differential recoil cross-section with ZBL screening [35], the calculated thickness of the carbon layer was determined to be equivalent to ~ 3 times the surface density of graphene. A considerably large error emerges from the overlap between hydrogen and carbon recoil peaks and the ambiguity in the applicable background subtraction and peak integration. Moreover, the recorded low energy losses of 500 eV for 20 keV $^{129}$Xe and 570 eV for 40 keV $^{129}$Xe further corroborate that the transmission occurred through a sub-nanometer thin layer. The energy losses were not extracted for any of the faster projectiles due to the limited energy resolution of about 1 keV at higher velocities.

Detection of the charge fraction of the transmitted beam was enabled by employing a deflection apparatus as introduced in [26] consisting of a narrow vertical slit and electrostatically charged metal plates. After transmission through the target, projectiles with different charges are separated within the deflection unit parallel to the beam axis and arrive on the detection plate in the form of vertical bands (see Fig. 1b). The counts within a small rectangular area in the centre of each band corresponding to a deflection of less than 0.2 degrees are separately integrated. The derived charge fractions are then normalized to the sum of all integrated counts. The error bars consider only statistical uncertainties; however, a further scattering of the data points might occur due to an imperfect alignment between the beam and deflector. Due to the almost negligible energy loss of the projectiles in the graphene samples, their charge distributions are presented as a function of the initial energy. For the carbon and Quantifoil samples, the detected energy was used.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2a and 2b show charge state distributions recorded for Xenon projectiles transmitted through graphene and carbon membrane in linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. Throughout the covered energy range, 90 % of the detected projectiles are either neutral or singly positively charged. In the remaining 10 %, charges up to +5 are represented. At given energy, the incrementally higher charge fractions are decreasing by an order of magnitude in their abundance. Such exponential behaviour is characteristic to a statistical process governed

![Fig. 1. A) time-of-flight spectrum recorded with 20 keV $^{129}$Xe$^+$ impinging on the graphene sample featuring two dominant peaks associated with transmitted Xenon projectiles through holes and graphene, respectively. Recoils of hydrogen and carbon used for thickness determination are magnified in the inset. b) 2D distribution of 100 keV $^{129}$Xe projectiles in the detection plane after passage through the deflection apparatus. The band corresponding to Xe$^+$ (zero deflection) is positioned around x = 7 mm. The bright spot in the middle of the +1 band belongs to the steered unperturbed Xe$^+$ beam passing through holes.](image-url)
by rate equations e.g. electron stripping phenomena [36]. At low energies, data for graphene and carbon are in good agreement. However, a discrepancy in the respective fractions is found at higher energies. By introducing an exponential fit to the data points of the neutral fraction of graphene for energies up to 120 keV, we observed that the neutral fractions from the carbon membrane follow the expected exponential trend throughout the energy range, while data for graphene shows a change in slope in the direction of an increased amount of neutrals at the expense of the presence of higher charge fractions. No change in distribution is observed when using Xenon projectiles with the charge +2 applied in measuring graphene data points at 190 keV and 220 keV, indicating that the transit times are long enough to equilibrate the incoming projectiles before exiting the foil.

A single representative value can be ascribed to the charge distribution at a given energy by defining its mean. A compilation of all acquired data can thus be plotted in a single graph (Fig. 3), this time presented as a function of ion velocity. Along with our experiments, equilibrium mean charges derived from the work of Loew [37] and mean incoming projectiles before exiting the foil.

The first observation is that our experimental data for the Quantifoil show consistently higher mean charge compared to data from graphene and carbon. A discrepancy is furthermore observed in the literature, where both datasets collected using HCIs were expected to remain in their preequilibrated state, however, the mean equilibrium charge measured by Loew lies in-between the two datasets. Where our data overlap with the literature, excellent agreement is found between mean charges measured on carbon membranes with the same thickness of 10 nm. However, the discrepancy among all measurements at the given velocity of 0.25 \( v/\text{\nu}_0 \) is around 20 %. Within these margins, both theoretical predictions succeed to provide a reasonable estimate of the average equilibrium value.

Though referred to as an equilibrium charge, the experimentally acquired charge fractions are known to be heavily influenced by the surface of the target [39,40]. Few monolayers of foreign atoms can easily alter the final charge distributions towards either side [41,42]. For the most reliable charge measurements, it is therefore necessary to ensure atomically clean surfaces [43]. Even though the most common surface contamination are carbon-based molecules, the chemical bonds the carbon atoms reside in can still have an effect on the charge transfer between the target and projectile [44,45]. The differences observed in our experiment indicate that the three predominately carbon-containing systems do not interact with the projectile in an identical manner.

Considering the equilibration timescales of highly charged Xenon projectiles in carbon and graphene collectively reported on in [10], the equilibrium charge state for the fastest projectile used in our experiments should be reached within the first 1 nm. Inside the solid, the projectile interaction with surrounding electrons leads predominately to the target excitation and a graduate energy loss of the projectile. The equilibrium charge inside the solid is established when the electron capture and electron loss rates are in equilibrium. The true nature of the charge-exchange processes is, however, not trivial since the specific electronic structure and thus the momentum distribution of valence and conduction electrons of the target material are expected to become relevant at these low energies [46]. Similar to low-energy ion scattering, one can assume, that while neutralization by non-local Auger processes may show only a weak dependence on interaction distance, ionization processes will exhibit a different dependence [47]. At the exit surface, Auger neutralization will dominate over electron loss and is expected to shift the observed charge distribution towards lower values in comparison to the values in the solid.

In this notion, the observed discrepancies in the mean charge among the studied system can have origin in both the differences in the ionization probabilities inside the targets as well as in a change in neutralization dynamics on the exit surfaces. Previous work in low-energy helium ion scattering conducted on carbon-based materials including graphene exemplified the influence of carbon hybridization on the neutralization effectiveness [45].

![Fig. 2. Charge state fractions of Xenon after transmission through contaminated graphene and 10 nm thick carbon foil plotted as a function of energy in a) linear and b) logarithmic scale. An exponential fit was performed on the neutral fractions recorded for graphene up to 120 keV.](image)

![Fig. 3. Mean of the charge distributions of Xenon after transmission through a number of carbon-based foils plotted as a function of Bohr’s velocity. Literature data on mean equilibrium and preequilibrium mean charges of Xenon at higher energies were taken from Loew [37] and Hattass et al. [11], respectively. Predictions by Bohr [36] and Schiwietz et al. [38] are provided.](image)
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4 Summary

We have provided charge state distributions of Xenon projectiles transmitted through a commercially purchased single layer of graphene, a Quantifoil and a 10 nm carbon foil. Utilizing the time-of-flight technique, we were not only able to detect all charge states simultaneously but also by evaluating the recoil yields also determined the average thickness of the contaminated graphene sample equivalent to approximately 3 monolayers of graphene. Higher charge fractions reaching up to Xe+5 were found at all energies and should be considered when exploring the deexcitation dynamics and equilibrium stopping power of HCl’s. The differences in composition and structure, as well as surface properties among the studied systems, can play an important role affecting in particular neutralization probabilities similar to what has been observed in low-energy scattering.
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